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On March 23, 2020, the Federal Reserve System (Fed) announced that, for the first time in its more than 100-year history, the Fed would directly purchase corporate debt as part of its response to the economic crisis caused by the coronavirus pandemic. The announcement sent bond markets surging, resulting in record-breaking issuances of corporate debt. In June 2020, the Fed began purchasing individual corporate bonds through its Secondary Market Corporate Credit Facility, a lending facility backed by CARES Act funds. Since June, the Fed has purchased corporate bonds issued by approximately 500 large companies.

The Secondary Market Corporate Credit Facility lacks taxpayer and worker protections included in other programs funded by the CARES Act. In particular, the facility imposes no conditions requiring companies to save jobs or limit payments to executives or shareholders to become eligible issuers of bonds purchased by the Fed.

Select Subcommittee on the Coronavirus Crisis staff analyzed the Fed’s most recent disclosures about its corporate bond purchases and compared the transactions to public data on layoffs, dividend payouts, and legal violations. Staff found that the companies that issued bonds purchased by the Fed conducted substantial layoffs and paid billions in dividends to shareholders during the pandemic, raising concerns that the Fed’s bond purchasing program may be exacerbating economic inequities and contributing to an economic recovery that benefits wealthy executives and investors but leaves behind American workers. Staff also found that the Fed bought bonds issued by companies who had been accused of illegal conduct, and that Fed bond purchases were disproportionately weighted towards oil, gas, and coal companies.

Fed Chair Jerome Powell testified in June that “the intended beneficiaries of all of our programs are workers.” In May, he justified purchasing corporate bonds that had been downgraded to junk status since the start of the coronavirus crisis by stating that, because of the Fed’s intervention, “those companies have been able to go out and finance themselves. They’ve been able to avoid big layoffs. That is the point of all this.” However, the Select Subcommittee’s analysis indicates that many large layoffs have occurred among the companies whose bonds were purchased by the Fed, suggesting that the primary beneficiaries of the program have been corporate executives and investors, not workers.

Select Subcommittee staff found that the Fed bought corporate bonds issued by:

- Companies that **laid off a total of more than one million** workers since March 2020;
- **383 companies that paid dividends** to their shareholders during the pandemic;
- **227 companies accused of illegal conduct** since 2017; and
- A disproportionate number of **fossil fuel companies**, which accounted for 10% of the Fed’s bond purchases but employ just 2% of workers at larger companies.
I. COMPANIES THAT FURLOUGHED OR LAID OFF A TOTAL OF MORE THAN ONE MILLION WORKERS SINCE MARCH 2020

Of the approximately 500 companies that issued bonds purchased by the Fed, roughly 140 conducted furloughs or layoffs during the coronavirus crisis, affecting approximately 1,001,000 workers. Examples include:

- **Boeing** turned down a CARES Act loan, which would have imposed job retention requirements, limitations on executive pay, and restrictions on payouts to shareholders. Instead, it issued a massive corporate bond offering following the Fed’s announcement of its corporate credit facilities, thanking the Fed for its intervention in the market. Boeing then laid off more than ten percent of its workforce, totaling about 16,000 employees.

- **Raytheon** announced this month that it will lay off 15,000 employees, an increase from the 8,500 layoffs the company planned in July. These layoffs reflect the company’s plan to cut costs by $2 billion in 2020. Raytheon’s job cuts were announced after the Fed started buying the company’s bonds in June.

- **Schlumberger Ltd.**, the world’s largest oil-field services company, cut about 21,000 jobs in July, approximately one-fifth of its workforce, after the Fed started purchasing its bonds.

II. 383 COMPANIES THAT PAID DIVIDENDS TO THEIR SHAREHOLDERS DURING THE PANDEMIC

The Fed has purchased bonds issued by 383 companies that have paid out dividends to their shareholders since April 1, 2020. 95 of these companies issued dividends while also conducting layoffs, prioritizing their shareholders over their workers in the midst of the pandemic. For example:

- Food service company **Sysco Corp.** laid off about a third of its workforce just one month before paying a dividend to its shareholders.

- **Caterpillar** announced a $500 million distribution to shareholders on April 8, about two weeks after indicating that operations at some plants would stop, furloughing workers.

- **Stanley Black & Decker** announced a $106 million dividend to shareholders two weeks after it announced that it was planning significant furloughs and layoffs.
III. 227 COMPANIES ACCUSED OF VIOLATING THE LAW SINCE 2017

Almost half of the companies whose bonds were purchased by the Fed have been accused of illegal conduct since 2017, including violations of workplace safety and environmental standards, as well as allegations of defrauding the government. These violations resulted in $19.75 billion in penalties for these companies over just the last three years. For example:

- **Marathon Petroleum**, the 33rd worst air polluter in the nation, has repeatedly violated environmental laws, including violating state emissions limits near Detroit fifteen times, releasing 35,800 gallons of diesel into a river in Indiana, and spending $334 million to settle a dispute over refinery pollution.

- **Tyson Foods**, a multinational food processing company, has been cited by the Department of Labor for at least thirty-five workplace safety or health violations since 2017 and at least five environmental violations from the Environmental Protection Agency. Tyson Foods also failed to take adequate precautions to protect workers from the spread of the coronavirus. Outbreaks in its facilities have led to the deaths of more than 24 employees and over 7,000 infections.

- **AmerisourceBergen**, a wholesale drug company, and its subsidiaries paid $885 million in 2017 and 2018 to resolve criminal and civil allegations that it illegally repackaged lifesaving cancer drugs to increase profits by overcharging federal health care programs.

IV. A DISPROPORTIONATE NUMBER OF FOSSIL FUEL COMPANIES

More than ten percent of the Fed’s bond purchases are from fossil fuel companies, even though fossil fuel firms only employ two percent of all workers among the S&P 1500 stock market index.

The Fed developed a “Broad Market Index” to guide its corporate bond purchases and states that its purchases generally track the weight of eligible issuers along twelve sectors. However, recent analysis shows that the only sector in which the Fed is consistently overweight is the energy sector, which exclusively contains oil, gas, and coal companies.

Investing in oil, gas, and coal companies not only fuels climate change, but it is also a risky investment given longer term declines in the sector. In July and August 2020, 13 oil and gas producers filed for bankruptcy, and bankruptcies this year are up 62 percent over this time last year. Prior to January 2020, the energy sector showed the most deterioration in credit risk across all sectors over the past five years and the second worst deterioration over the past 20 years. The sector has shown a further five percent decline since the start of 2020, reflecting the recent decline in oil and gas prices.
BlackRock—which executes the bond purchases on behalf of the Fed—has recognized that “climate risk is investment risk.”\textsuperscript{xxiv} Yet the Fed, acting on behalf of U.S. taxpayers, has purchased a disproportionate amount of fossil fuel bonds.


v To calculate this number, Select Subcommittee staff reviewed public reporting about each of the companies that issued bonds purchased by the Fed, including media reports, Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notifications (WARN) Act notices, and public filings.


xi To calculate this number, Select Subcommittee staff compared the list of companies that issued bonds purchased by the Fed with publicly available data about dividend distributions.
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xv To conduct this analysis, Subcommittee staff used data from Good Jobs First’s Violation Tracker. See Violation Tracker, Good Jobs First (online at www.goodjobsfirst.org/violation-tracker).
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